Introduction
The main theme of this paper is the computation of rings of Siegel modular forms (of arbitrary level) and rings of Jacobi forms using an algebraic method. In the case of Siegel modular forms we get a generalization of results of Igusa. Our main tool is to introduce other theta functions, which are easier to handle and are more general than the classical one. As an geometric application we give a description of the Shioda surfaces and a compacti cation (even a projective variety) of the universal abelian variety. This leads to a result about Jacobi forms similar to Igusas fundamental lemma for modular forms. The author would like to thank E. Freitag and R. Weissauer for stimulating discussions.
Siegel modular forms of higher level
Throughout the paper we will use the same notation as in R1] We recall the classical notation for theta functions, i.e.
( ; z) = X x2ZZ g exp 2 i 1 2 x + 1 2 + x + 1 2 ; z + 1 2 with x] = t x x and < x; y > the standard scalar product. To simplify notation, we write e(:) = exp 2 i(Tr(:)) for matrices and numbers. The elements and are elements in Q g with m 2 Z Z g and m 2 Z Z g for some xed positive integer m.
?
Acta Math. 175, 165-196 (1995) More generally we de ne for any positive integer m and a 2 (ZZ=2m) g the following theta functions (similar to Mumford M] It is well known that ? g is generated by matrices of the form 1 S 0 1 , where S runs over the symmetric g g-matrices and 1 2 Gl (g; Z Z), and the Fourier-transformation matrix J = 0 1 ?1 0 . The modular group acts on the rings T H (m) g;(r) as follows:
The Fourier transformation matrix = J acts as follows: Let . By the explicit formulas we have the following elements in the kernel: (let denote by S 4 the diagonal of a matrix S) 1 mS 0 1 with S 4 0 mod 2; 1 0 mS 1 with S 4 0 mod 2 and t U 0 0 U ?1 with U 1 mod 2m and det(U) = 1:
We denote for odd m by ? g (2m; 4m) the group generated by ? g (4m) and the elements B ij ; C ij ; A ij and A i for i = 1::g ? 1 and (?1) g+1 . By de nition ? g (2m; 4m) is a subgroup of ( )? g (2m; 4m). and get the following explicit formulas. For the full ring of modular forms we get a partial result:
Theorem 2.8. The ring of modular forms for odd genus g and odd m, which contains any prime p 3(4) with an even power, is The essential point for our further considerations is, that the group action is given by the same formulas for theta functions and theta constants. Hence the results of chapter two apply to theta functions, especially theorem 2.4..
Let denote by T HET ( m)
g;(r) the ring generated by the polynomials in f (n) a ( ; z) and f (n) a ( ) for n m of degree divisible by r. We get a bigraded ring with given by the f (m) a ( ; z). As a projective action the action of the Jacobi group is the same as the natural action given before. Hence the theta representation may be considered as homomorphism to PGl((2m) g ; C).
By de nition for any ? ? g (2m; 4m) the ring T HET ( m) g;(2) is contained in the ring of Jacobi forms k;m J k;m (? ). In classical terminology, the last condition for Jacobi forms j k;m (x; y) = (the functional equation) is equivalent to "theta function of order 2m for the characteristic 0 0 " (see Wirtinger Wi] 
Hol ;
where the index Hol indicates to take the subring of holomorphic functions (with an additional cusp condition in genus g = 1).
Corollary 3.6. In the case of the full modular group we get for odd genus k;m J 2k;m (? g ) = (C(f a ( )) f a ( ; z)]) H g Hol ; where H g is the nite group constructed in R1], a central extension of ? g =? g (2; 4).
As in the case of modular forms we get the following result for the full ring and arbitrary genus. hence in the same way as in EZ], theorem 8.5., p.99, one proves that the ring of Jacobi forms is not a nitely generated ring. Nevertheless it is possible to approximate the ring with nitely generated rings of theta functions.
Remark 3.9. The theorems indicate that for higher level (e.g. ? ? g (4; 8)) the structure of the ring of Jacobi forms becomes easier. Up to some denominator from A(?) Jacobi forms are polynomials with coe cients in A(?) in some xed theta functions and the zeros of the denominator has to be a zero of the numerator. As an algebra over the ring generated by these four polynomials the invariant ring R G is a nite module and the numerator indicates, in which weight and index one nds the other generators, e.g. (5), (6), (1), (2) and (3) As in the even case the denominator corresponds to the four algebraically independent generators 4;0 ; 6;0 ; 4;8 ; 6;12 . As an algebra over the ring generated by these four polynomials the invariant ring R ] G is a nite module and the numerator indicates, in which weight and index one nds the other generators, e.g. ,4,6,6,8 7,9,11 5 4,6,6,8,8,10 5,7,9,11 6 4,6,6,8,8,10,12 7,9,9,11,11 7 4,6,6,8,8,10,10,12 7,9,9,11,11,13 8 4,6,6,8,8,8,10,10,12 7,9,9,11,11,11,13 Let g f a ( ; z); b ( ; z)]) G (2) ) N however have a geometric interpretation. (As before ? is a subgroup of nite index in ? g and one chooses some ? g (2m; 4m) ? such that m is even with the property to contain any prime p 3(4) with an even power and set G = ?=? g (2m; 4m)). We regard B g (? ) as a bigraded ring with the natural grading given by weight and index. We assume that ? ? g (n) for some n 3 to exclude elliptic xpoints.
Jacobi forms in genus one
We de ne (quite analogous to the Proj of a graded ring, see Ha], II.2.) for a bigraded ring B ; the scheme X = BiProj(B ; ). (We do not assume that B ; is generated by elements of a xed bidegree.) As a set we take the bihomogeneous prime ideals, which do not contain all of B +;+ . The open subset D + (f) = f p 2 X such that f 6 2 pg is equipped with the structure Spec(B (f ) ), where B (f ) is the subring of elements of bidegree (0,0) in the localized ring B f .
Let denote by B g (? ) = BiProj(B g (? )) together with the natural morphism : B g (? ) ! A g (? ) to the Satake-Baily-Borel compacti cation and the zero section : A g (? ) , ! B g (? ) induced by the -operator (We call the map ( ; z) 7 ! ( ; 0) the -operator. If one considers Siegel modular forms of genus g + 1 and its Fourier-Jacobi expansion, on gets the Siegel -operator). By For more details we refer to Shioda Sh] . This may easily generalized to B 1 (? ), where the equation for each i, which agree on the intersections D + (f i f j ). Now t i is just a bihomogeneous element of bidegree (a; b) in the localization S f i , and its restriction to D + (f i f j ) is just the image of that element in S f i f j . Summing over all multiples of (a; b), we see that R(Y; F) can be identi ed with the set of tupels (t i ) where for each i the t i 2 S f i , and for each i; j, the images of t i and t j in S f i f j are the same. Now the f i are not zero divisors in S, so the localization maps S ! S f i and S f i ! S f i f j are all injective, and these rings are all subrings of K(S).)
Since s 0 2 S f i for each i, we can nd an integer n such that f n i s 0 2 S. To generalize this result, we introduce the following de nitions. For a subgroup ? of nite index in ? g containing some ? g (2r; 4r) with the property: r is even and contains any prime p 3(4) with an even power we de ne where the second one is birational (isomorphism, when restricted to Y = IH g C g =? Jac ).
With the method of proof as above we get the following result for the ring 2kr m J k;m (? ) of Jacobi forms of relative index r and level ? quite analogous to Igusas fundamental lemma.
Theorem 5.5. For g 2 the ring of Jacobi forms of relative index r and level ? is equal to B r (? ), hence nitely generated.
The theorem enables us to investigate the "unknown" ring 2kr m J k;m (? ) as a normalisation of a ring of invariants of a nite group acting on T HET ( r) g;(2) . Now it is true that T HET ( r) g;(2) is not a "known" ring. However it is constructed explicitly and the problem is now of an algebraic nature. We propose the following problem:
Investigate whether the bigraded ring T HET ( r) g;(2) is integrally closed or not for varying genus g 2 and relative index r.
